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1 Overall, this was an excellent course. 6 9 0 0 0 0 4.33 4.00 4.33 4.75 4.26 4.50 4.83
2 Overall, the instructor was an excellent teacher. 12 3 0 0 0 0 4.88 4.25 4.70 4.90 4.50 4.83 5.00
3 I learned a great deal from this course. 7 7 1 0 0 0 4.43 4.15 4.50 4.75 4.50 4.67 4.87
4 I had a strong desire to take this course. 3 5 4 3 0 0 3.60 3.50 4.00 4.50 3.60 4.13 4.63

800 This course requires more work than others of equal credit. 2 6 2 5 0 0 3.58 n/a n/a n/a
801 This course is intellectually challenging. 5 9 1 0 0 0 4.22 n/a n/a n/a
802 Collaborative group activities helped me improve my writing. 5 9 0 1 0 0 4.22 n/a n/a n/a
803 The instructor's comments on my writing helped me produce better essays. 8 5 1 0 0 0 4.63 n/a n/a n/a
804 Discussions of texts made me aware of useful writing strategies. 5 6 3 1 0 0 4.08 n/a n/a n/a
805 Conferences with the instructor helped me improve my writing. 11 4 0 0 0 0 4.82 n/a n/a n/a
806 Workshops of student writing helped me improve my writing. 5 8 0 2 0 0 4.19 n/a n/a n/a
807 The instructor seemed well prepared for each class. 12 3 0 0 0 0 4.88 n/a n/a n/a
808 The instructor used class time well. 9 4 0 2 0 0 4.67 n/a n/a n/a
809 The instructor was willing to meet and help students outside class. 13 2 0 0 0 0 4.92 n/a n/a n/a
810 The instructor facilitated discussions effectively. 13 2 0 0 0 0 4.92 n/a n/a n/a
811 The instructor explained writing assignments clearly. 8 5 2 0 0 0 4.56 n/a n/a n/a
812 The instructor explained the grading system clearly. 10 2 1 2 0 0 4.75 n/a n/a n/a
813 The instructor evaluated my papers in instructive ways. 9 4 1 0 0 0 4.72 n/a n/a n/a
814 I will use what I learned in this class to write for other classes. 9 6 0 0 0 0 4.67 n/a n/a n/a
815 Hrs/wk spent on course outside class. (SA=13, A=11, N=8, D=5, SD=3) 1 4 8 2 0 0 3.19 n/a n/a n/a
816 I always came to class prepared. 4 10 1 0 0 0 4.15 n/a n/a n/a
817 I participated in class activities. 8 7 0 0 0 0 4.56 n/a n/a n/a
818 I regularly sought help from the instructor outside of class. 7 4 3 1 0 0 4.38 n/a n/a n/a
819 My expected grade for this course is (SA=A, A=B, N=C, D=D, SD=E). 12 2 1 0 0 0 4.88 n/a n/a n/a

 
Written Comments

900  Comment on the quality of instruction in this course.

 Student 1
 Katie is an awesome GSI. One of the best instructors I've had at U of M. She really cares about her students, comes to class prepared, and really tries to improve her students' writing. 

 Student 2
 NA

 Student 3
 The instructor is very friendly and seems to truly care about the student's success. I think she could give better feedback on our coursework.
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 Student 4
 This class was very helpful in exposing me to different types of argumentation.

 Student 5
 It was a great course overall. The instructions were always clear, and the instructor tried to clarify things for everybody in the class.

 Student 6
 Office hours were extremely helpful and quality of  instruction was excellent. 

 Student 7
 Katie is awesome! She is very energetic about the material, which is difficult during a 3 hour discussion twice a week.  She made she we always had something to do and was always positive when students would answer her 
questions. Her criticism was always constructive and never made the student feel bad about themselves.

 Student 8
 The expectations for assignments were not always clear. Students had to use a trial and error method to figure out what the instructor was looking for.

 Student 9
 Katie is a great teacher! She helps students with making a clear and concise argument.

 Student 10
 Great teaching!

 Student 11
 I think this is an excellent class! I really learned a lot from it!

 Student 12
 This course was taught very well.

 Student 13
 Great, Katie was very enthusiastic and it was clear that she understood her material. She was approachable and especially helpful in office hours.

 Student 14
 Good instructor. Did a great job.

 Student 15
 Katie was a great instructor, and was very interested in having all of her students achieve greatness in the class. She made the classroom a comfortable place, where everyone could speak freely. 

Written Comments

901  How can the instructor improve the teaching of this course?

 Student 1
 Katie is such an excellent GSI, I don't think there is any room for improvement! 

 Student 2
 NA

 Student 3
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 She could use more worksheets that have reference materials on them. More examples of papers would also be very helpful.

 Student 4
 Maybe have a student paper that we all edit together as a class in addition to the peer workshops? A couple of students could volunteer to have their rough drafts as the sample papers. In previous English classes I've taken, 
I've always found that very useful.

 Student 5
 The teaching of the course was great. 

 Student 6
 Teaching of this course was excellent.  This was one of the best courses I have taken.

 Student 7
 I think Katie was a great teacher.  She was always super positive and I always felt comfortable volunteering. These qualities are what I consider very valuable in a teacher, especially of a discussion-based English course.  
Everyone seemed to stay interested and happy throughout the course, which was a tough task for her since pretty much everyone in the course were pre-med or pre-engineering.  The only part of the class that god pretty 
monotonous were the student-led discussions.  They got longer and longer throughout the semester and it would probably be beneficial to change those up a bit, at least for the spring semester classes.

 Student 8
 The instructor didn't always manage class time effectively. There were many instances where students felt the discussion of topics in class was dragged on too far and this caused them to lose interest. It seemed as though the
instructor was lengthening things out so that class would not end early. Three hours is just too long, but I also understand that the instructor can not control the class schedule. 

 Student 9
 I cannot think of any issues with Katie's teaching skill. However, It would have been more beneficial for me to have a peer review of someone who has similar topic/issue with me, which we did for the very last assignment. 

 Student 10
 I often lost points for rough drafts/outlines because you didn't specify exactly what you were looking for (i.e. thesis, mentioning of primary/secondary, etc.). I would have preferred to know the expectations ahead of time.

 Student 11
 I think Katie is the best teacher I have ever met. She is so nice and ready to help me anytime I go to her office! It is really nice to have this kind of instructor who would make the best strategy for you to success in the course.

 Student 12
 Less readings. Just discuss the material as a group in class and do examples (like we did at the beginning when we first learned ethos, pathos, and logos)

 Student 13
 Some things in class drag on - make sure the class stays on topic more so that comments don't drag on for a long time

 Student 14
 NA

 Student 15
 This isn't the best answer, but I would not change a thing about Katie's teaching. I really enjoyed taking this course for a number of reasons, and the instruction received in it was a big factor. She clearly explained each and 
every writing assignment, in class and via email and ctools to reinforce the requirements. You could tell Katie truly cared about the success of her students and strived to have everyone participate. Katie's teaching skills were
phenomenal, I really enjoyed having someone with such knowledge and desire to teach be in charge of my class this semester. 

Written Comments

908  Which aspects of this course were most valuable?
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 Student 1
 Group peer revision and Katie's comments on our papers.

 Student 2
 NA

 Student 3
 The peer-review workshops were perhaps the most helpful part of this course.

 Student 4
 It was great to practice critiquing other writers' work in the critical engagement assignment. Paper workshops were very useful as well. It helped a lot to get peer feedback on my writing.

 Student 5
 This course was very accepting and encouraging to every member of the class that people got to express their ideas more freely as the time went by. The interactions with classmates were very helpful. Sometimes I felt that 
the course was hard and the grading was harsh, but the instructor compensated the difficulty of the course with being extremely approachable. Interacting with the instructor also was one of the most valuable aspects of this 
course.

 Student 6
 Office hours and Katie's feedback on papers

 Student 7
 I think the most constructive areas of the course were the student workshops.  It was very beneficial to receive input from people who read your paper to understand what areas needed help and what areas were good.  We 
spent a lot of time on those workshops, but I think it was definitely helpful and necessary.

 Student 8
 The research paper and participation requirement were the most useful.

 Student 9
 Learning how to support my own argument with my analytical thinking has been really helpful

 Student 10
 Class Discussions!

 Student 11
 The way to think critically!

 Student 12
 The writing workshops and the group discussions.

 Student 13
 Group discussions/work

 Student 14
 Discussion

 Student 15
 The opportunity for open discussion in the classroom, as well as Katie's in depth comments on the drafts. 
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Written Comments

909  Which aspects of this course were least valuable?

 Student 1
 Some of the activities were drawn out, but because the class was three hours it makes sense that this could happen. 

 Student 2
 NA

 Student 3
 I feel like some of the activities were long and too drawn-out. 

 Student 4
 Sometimes the student-led reading discussions took too long.

 Student 5
 The chapter discussion was helpful in reminding me of the information that I read, however, sometimes it was too lengthy. Also it might be better if we can be assigned to different peer critique groups for different paper.

 Student 6
 The textbook was not necessary because we covered all of the material in class

 Student 7
 Sometimes there were certain activities that seemed to be not extremely necessary, kind of like fillers to make class go the whole 3 hours.  But this is definitely understandable in a spring semester course.  In a normal hour 
and a half long course, these activities would be much more spread out.  So, I am not sure that Katie could have done much else with how the course had to be run.  

 Student 8
 The book was not very useful. It was repetative and did not offer very much new information that students didn't know.

 Student 9
 The textbook was not so helpful in learning class material; it could have been taught just by lecture. Textbook includes too many examples.

 Student 10
 Textbook at some points wasn't very useful.

 Student 11
 Nothing.

 Student 12
 The readings in the textbook

 Student 13
 Some of the parts of the book were unnecessary - maybe just scan some pages out of the book to use for lessons and the classroom was too cold. Also, maybe be a little bit more clear on what you're looking for/grading.

 Student 14
 Book readings

 Student 15
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 The peer facilitation. It is a great idea, but depending on the student in charge of the discussion that day, the lesson could sometimes remain unclear. It does help students with speaking skills and leadership, but maybe have 
a guideline to follow for the following semesters for a more uniform discussion system. 

* The quartiles are calculated from Spring 2012 data. The university-wide quartiles are based on all UM classes in which an item was used. The school/college quartiles in this report are based on lower division
classes with an enrollment of 1 to 15 students in Division of Humanities in the College of LS&A.
** SA - Strongly Agree, A - Agree, N - Neutral, D - Disagree, SD - Strongly Disagree, NA - Not Applicable. 


